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Biography. Ciardi was born at home in Boston's North End in His father, an Italian immigrant, died in an automobile
accident in , and he was raised by his Italian mother (who was illiterate) and his three older sisters.

Article in a magazine, journal, periodical, newsletter, or newspaper with no author stated: Article in a
magazine, journal, periodical, newsletter, or newspaper with one or more authors: For page numbers
consisting of more than 3 digits, use short version if it is clear to the reader, e. Note also that there is no period
after the month. If there are 4 or less letters in the month, e. May, June, and July, the months are not
abbreviated. If the publication date is July 18, , citation will be 18 July Where a newspaper title does not
indicate the location of publication, add the city of publication between square brackets, e. Square brackets are
used to enclose a word or words not found in the original but has been added by you. An article in a scholarly
journal is treated somewhat differently: The above citation shows: If the article is accessed online, add Access
date and URL at the end. Mohanty, Subhanjoy, and Ray Jayawardhana. Thomas, Cathy Booth, and Tim
Padgett. Wolanski, Eric, et al. Suggested citation example from SIRS: Bluestone, Barry, and Irving Bluestone.
Example in MLA style: Put in square brackets [ ] important information you have added that is not found in
the source cited. Globe and Mail [Toronto]. Booklet, pamphlet, or brochure with no author stated: Booklet,
pamphlet, or brochure with an author: Your Canadian Financial Planning Software. Book, movie or film
review: May use short forms: Edition, Editor, or Edited , Comp. Views from Within, comp. Master of Dreams,
by Diane Waldman. A Place in the Sun. Encarta Reference Library. Encarta Reference Library Win Microsoft
Game Studios, Toronto-Central West Edition, Computer service â€” e. Companies Even Get a Bonjour?
Definition from a dictionary: When citing a definition from a dictionary, add the abbreviation Def. Short
forms may be used, e. You may add other information as deemed pertinent between the title and the
distributor. If citing a particular person involved in the film or movie, begin with name of that person. Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory. Based on book by Roald Dahl. Paula Weinstein, Chris Bender, and J. Jennifer
Lopez and Jane Fonda. Based on Nurse Matilda Books Writ. Twentieth Century Fox and Paramount,
Williams, and Adam Schroeder. Jackie Chan and Jennifer Love Hewitt. Cite government document in the
following order if no author is stated: Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development. National Council
on Disability. GPO, July 31, For examples on how to cite more complicated government documents, please
see Section 5. Internet citations, or citing electronic sources:
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To millions of Americans, the late John Ciardi was "Mr. Poet, the one who has written, talked, taught, edited, translated,
anthologized, criticized, and propelled poetry into a popular, lively art," according to Peter Comer of the Chicago
Tribune.

After the death of his father in , he was raised by his Italian mother who was illiterate and his three older
sisters, all of whom scrimped and saved until they had enough money to send him to college. In , two years
after his father was killed in an automobile accident, the family moved to Medford, Massachusetts , where the
young Ciardi peddled vegetables to the neighbors and attended public schools. Ciardi taught briefly at the
University of Kansas City before joining the United States Army Air Forces in , becoming a gunner on Bs and
flying some twenty missions over Japan before being transferred to desk duty in After the war, Ciardi
returned to UKC for the spring semester , where he met and married Myra Judith Hostetter on July 28 who at
the time was a journalist and journalism instructor[2]. John Ciardi was a longtime resident of Metuchen, New
Jersey. If no kingdom come, A kingdom was. Such as it was This one beside it is a slum. Literary career
"After the war, Mr. Ciardi returned briefly to Kansas State, before being named instructor [in ], and later
assistant professor, in the Briggs Copeland chair at Harvard University , where he stayed until Ciardi began
his long association with the Bread Loaf Writers Conference at Middlebury College in Vermont , where he
lectured on poetry for almost 30 years, half that time as director of the program. His third book, Live Another
Day, came out in In , Ciardi edited a poetry collection, Mid-Century American Poets, which identified the
best poets of the generation that had come into its own in the s: Each poet selected several poems for
inclusion, plus his or her comments on the poetic principles that guided the compositions, addressing
especially the issue of the "unintelligibility" of modern poetry. Ciardi had begun translating Dante for his
classes at Harvard and continued with the work throughout his time there. Two years later, Ciardi would have
his work featured again on an album titled, As If: Poems, New and Selected, by John Ciardi. In , Ciardi joined
the English Department at Rutgers University in order to begin a writing program, but after eight successful
years there, he resigned his professorship in in favor of several other more lucrative careers, especially fall and
spring tours on the college lecture circuit, and to "devote himself fulltime to literary pursuits. He was the
poetry editor of the Saturday Review from to The weekly three-minute spot on etymology was called Word In
Your Ear. He had been a fresh, sometimes brash, voice for modern poetry, but as he approached his fiftieth
birthday in , he had become entrenched and his voice became bitter, sometimes bumptious. He urged his only
remaining students, those at Bread Loaf for two weeks each August, to learn how to write within the tradition
before abandoning it in favor of undisciplined, improvisational free verse. Ciardi was unceremoniously fired
from Bread Loaf in , after serving seventeen years as director, and not having missed a single year on the
poetry staff since Over the past quarter century, John Ciardi has come to be regarded as a mid-level,
mid-century formalist, one who was replaced in literary history by the more daring and colorful Beat ,
Confessional , and Black Mountain poets. Etymologies and commentary on words such as daisy , demijohn ,
jimmies , gerrymander , glitch , snafu , cretin , and baseball , among others, are available from the archives of
their website. NPR also began making his commentaries available as podcasts , starting in November Live
Another Day, Mid-Century American Poems, Anthology edited by Ciardi. From Time to Time, Poems New
and Selected, I Marry You, The Reason for the Pelican, How Does a Poem Mean? Scrappy the Pup, In the
Stoneworks, I Met a Man, The Man Who Sang the Sillies, Dialogue with an Audience, Saturday Review
controversies and other selected essays. Plenty and Fiddler Dan, Person to Person, You Know Who, This
Strangest Everything, The Monster Den, Someone Could Win a Polar Bear, Lives of X, Manner of
Speaking, The Little That Is All, The Divine Comedy, All three sections published together. A Grossery of
Limericks, The Birds of Pompeii, Good Words to You, Poems of Love and Marriage, The War Diary of
John Ciardi, Poems Left Behind, The Hopeful Trout and Other Limericks, Mummy Took Lessons and Other
Poems, Stations of the Air, The Collected Poems of John Ciardi, Edited by Edward M. Part 1; Page 15;
Column 1; Metro Desk. Accessed November 3, Ciardi, who made his home in Metuchen, N. Retrieved May
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1, By Joan Ross Acocella. Modern Language Quarterly 35 2: Retrieved October 7, Encycolpedia of
American Poetry: Jack Thomas, Globe Staff. University of Arkansas Press. The New York Times. Further
reading John Ciardi: External links John Ciardi biography and example of his poetry. Part of a series of poets.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

From juvenile nonsense poetry to scholarly verse translations, Ciardi made an impact upon the general public.
His poetry received popular approval while his academic research attracted critical kudos. Driven by his love
of words and language, John Ciardi provided lively and frequently controversial offerings to the literary scene.
The son of Italian immigrants, Ciardi, at age three, lost his father in an automobile accident. Ciardi recalls a
peaceful youth, enlivened by the addition of Irish and Italian families to the neighborhood. His tranquil life
developed into a series of bruises and black eyes as the neighborhood children clashed frequently. Once a
denizen of the English faculties at Harvard and Rutgers, Ciardi, in , broke with formalized education in favor
of pursuing his own literary endeavors full-time. He remained a part of the academic community through
countless lectures and poetry readings each year, in addition to numerous appearances on educational
television. Influenced by his favorite teacher at Tufts University, poet John Holmes, Ciardi decided early in
his college career to devote time to writing verse. He turned to composing juvenile poetry as a means of
playing and reading with his own children. While not sacrificing his message for popularity and renown,
Ciardi nevertheless gained a large public following. Critics acclaimed the intellectual elements in his work,
and the reading public derived equal meaning and relevance from his poetry. His poems reflect the quiet
considerations of a thoughtful, sensitive man. They are not white-hot representations of emotion: Ciardi more
often thinks about passion. His diction is less emotionally charged than it is intricately patterned. He is a cynic
all right But he is not all cynic. The positive feelings do slop pleasantly through. Whittemore writes that
current poetry "has gone off to make a kind of fin-de-siecle career of mental lapses, to put bright images in
odd places on mostly empty pages, and to plow up acres and acres of private sensibility"; Whittemore states
that since Ciardi had not "lapsed" into this new set of poetic criteria, his later work had become somewhat
"unfashionable. I become unpopular with them The very fact that I would suggest [that a poet needs training]
makes me a reactionary, war-loving, establishment racist out to oppress the poor. I have no answer. Known for
promoting poetry, he nonetheless never shied away from denigrating what he considers unworthy verse. Such
forthright criticism in shocked readers and prompted voluminous mail protest. The miracle stayed inside his
head It forces me to recognize what I have done badly. More, I think, but that is already too much for the
ignorantly excited. No matter how small the miracle, the hope of it is my one reason for writing. I wish it to
every writer, and wish him my sense of joy in it. In spite of, or perhaps because of, his popularity with the
public, Ciardi ascertained that his work met his own rigorous approval before publishing even a stanza of
verse. But I get interested in things. Words have become a happy obsession. In the first volume, Ciardi
indulged his interest in etymology, word derivations, and linguistic development throughout the entries.
Reassessing his writing career, John Ciardi told Corner that perhaps his first works exhibit indiscriminate
editing: I did not write them. He wrote "as an alcoholic drinks, compulsively. Host of "Accent," a weekly
educational program presented by Columbia Broadcasting System-Television, Has given public poetry
readings.
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John Ciardi Was a Translator, orator, critic, short story writer, author of popular children's poetry, and crafter of some of
the most compelling poems in contemporary literature.

At the peak of his popularity in the early s, Ciardi also had a network television program on CBS, Accent. His
father, an Italian immigrant, died in an automobile accident in , and he was raised by his Italian mother who
was illiterate and his three older sisters. In , his family moved to Medford, Massachusetts , where he attended
public schools. UMich awarded him their Hopwood Prize for his Homeward to America,[4] a poetry
collection which he submitted under the pseudonym "Thomas Aquinas". After the war, Ciardi returned to
UKC for the spring semester , where he met and married Myra Judith Hostetter on July 28 who at the time was
a journalist and journalism instructor[2]. John Ciardi was a longtime resident of Metuchen, New Jersey. If no
kingdom come,A kingdom was. Such as it wasThis one beside it is a slum. Literary career "After the war, Mr.
Ciardi returned briefly to Kansas State, before being named instructor [in ], and later assistant professor, in the
Briggs Copeland chair at Harvard University , where he stayed until Ciardi began his long association with
the Bread Loaf Writers Conference at Middlebury College in Vermont , where he lectured on poetry for
almost 30 years, half that time as director of the program. His third book, Live Another Day, came out in In ,
Ciardi edited a poetry collection, Mid-Century American Poets, which identified the best poets of the
generation that had come into its own in the s: Each poet selected several poems for inclusion, plus his or her
comments on the poetic principles that guided the compositions, addressing especially the issue of the
"unintelligibility" of modern poetry. Ciardi had begun translating Dante for his classes at Harvard and
continued with the work throughout his time there. His translation of The Inferno was published in Two years
later, Ciardi would have his work featured again on an album titled, As If: Poems, New and Selected, by John
Ciardi. In , Ciardi joined the English Department at Rutgers University in order to begin a writing program,
but after eight successful years there, he resigned his professorship in in favor of several other more lucrative
careers, especially fall and spring tours on the college lecture circuit, and to "devote himself fulltime to literary
pursuits. He was the poetry editor of the Saturday Review from to The weekly three-minute spot on
etymology was called Word In Your Ear. He had been a fresh, sometimes brash, voice for modern poetry, but
as he approached his fiftieth birthday in , he had become entrenched and his voice became bitter, sometimes
bumptious. He urged his only remaining students, those at Bread Loaf for two weeks each August, to learn
how to write within the tradition before abandoning it in favor of undisciplined, improvisational free verse.
Ciardi was unceremoniously fired from Bread Loaf in , after serving seventeen years as director, and not
having missed a single year on the poetry staff since Over the past quarter century, John Ciardi has come to
be regarded as a mid-level, mid-century formalist, one who was replaced in literary history by the more daring
and colorful Beat , Confessional , and Black Mountain poets. Etymologies and commentary on words such as
daisy , demijohn , jimmies , gerrymander , glitch , snafu , cretin , and baseball , among others, are available
from the archives of their website. NPR also began making his commentaries available as podcasts , starting in
November Live Another Day, Mid-Century American Poems, Anthology edited by Ciardi. From Time to
Time, Poems New and Selected, I Marry You, The Reason for the Pelican, How Does a Poem Mean?
Scrappy the Pup, In the Stoneworks, I Met a Man, The Man Who Sang the Sillies, Dialogue with an
Audience, Saturday Review controversies and other selected essays. Plenty and Fiddler Dan, Person to
Person, You Know Who, This Strangest Everything, The Monster Den, Someone Could Win a Polar Bear,
Lives of X, Manner of Speaking, The Little That Is All, The Divine Comedy, All three sections published
together. A Grossery of Limericks, The Birds of Pompeii, Good Words to You, Poems of Love and
Marriage, The War Diary of John Ciardi, Poems Left Behind, The Hopeful Trout and Other Limericks,
Mummy Took Lessons and Other Poems, Stations of the Air, The Collected Poems of John Ciardi, Edited
by Edward M. Part 1; Page 15; Column 1; Metro Desk. Accessed November 3, Ciardi, who made his home in
Metuchen, N.
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Robert Creeley and the genius of the American common place: together with the poet's own autobiography / by: Clark,
Tom, Published: ().

Birth date[ edit ] Can we get his birthdate and the date of his death? It is highly ambiguous. The "i" and "a" are
pronounced together, not separately thus the "c" and "i" are not pronounced as they would ordinarily be in
Italian as "chee" ; "cia" is pronounced as a single syllable, "cha," and Ciardi is pronounced CHAR-dee, as
John Ciardi himself pronounced it. Edward Cifelli, 15 November There never has been. The most notable
Italian section of Boston is the North End, but in fact there many parts of Boston where Italians are dominant.
Dont post unless you kmow what youre talking about. The context of his fame and declining popularity should
not be generic but specific, and referenced. Facts are good to have referenced as well, but especially
statements like "He was uniquely talented" and "often an exceptionally fine one" should be framed as quotes
from external authorities rather than as the opinion of the encyclopedia. I encourage Alicedilfdrew and others
to have at it again! Which specific things are non-neutral? Neutrality means recognized opinions about the
author are given greater weight than fringe opinions about the author as opposed to equal number of good and
bad opinions. That can be done even without sources. Lack of sources raises the issue of verification more so
than neutrality. Alternatively, you may have many sources and the article will still have neutrality problems
because the sources may be from fringe scholars who are not recognized as authorities about the literary world
or Ciardi. There is no mention that Ciardi briefly hosted his own TV show, Accent. Does it count as original
research? If not how would I cite it? I have never been any good at dealing with citations here anyway Please
take a moment to review my edit. If you have any questions, or need the bot to ignore the links, or the page
altogether, please visit this simple FaQ for additional information. I made the following changes: As of
February , "External links modified" talk page sections are no longer generated or monitored by
InternetArchiveBot. No special action is required regarding these talk page notices, other than regular
verification using the archive tool instructions below. Editors have permission to delete the "External links
modified" sections if they want, but see the RfC before doing mass systematic removals. If you have
discovered URLs which were erroneously considered dead by the bot, you can report them with this tool. If
you found an error with any archives or the URLs themselves, you can fix them with this tool.
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Get this from a library! John Ciardi: a biography. [Edward M Cifelli] -- In this study of Ciardi's life, Edward Cifelli has
captured all the deep concern, passion, and thoughtfulness that marked Ciardi's long career in American letters.

After the death of his father in , he was raised by his Italian mother who was illiterate and his three older
sisters, all of whom scrimped and saved until they had enough money to send him to college. In , two years
after his father was killed in an automobile accident, the family moved to Medford, Massachusetts, where the
young Ciardi peddled vegetables to the neighbors and attended public schools. Ciardi taught briefly at the
University of Kansas City before joining the United States Army Air Forces in , becoming a gunner on Bs and
flying some twenty missions over Japan before being transferred to desk duty in After the war, Ciardi
returned to UKC for the spring semester , where he met and married Myra Judith Hostetter on July 28 who at
the time was a journalist and journalism instructor [2]. John Ciardi was a longtime resident of Metuchen, New
Jersey. If no kingdom come, A kingdom was. Such as it was This one beside it is a slum. Literary career Edit
"After the war, Mr. Ciardi returned briefly to Kansas State, before being named instructor [in ], and later
assistant professor, in the Briggs Copeland chair at Harvard University, where he stayed until Ciardi began
his long association with the Bread Loaf Writers Conference at Middlebury College in Vermont, where he
lectured on poetry for almost 30 years, half that time as director of the program. His third book, Live Another
Day, came out in In , Ciardi edited a poetry collection, Mid-Century American Poets, which identified the
best poets of the generation that had come into its own in the s: Each poet selected several poems for
inclusion, plus his or her comments on the poetic principles that guided the compositions, addressing
especially the issue of the "unintelligibility" of modern poetry. Ciardi had begun translating Dante for his
classes at Harvard and continued with the work throughout his time there. His translation of The Inferno was
published in Two years later, Ciardi would have his work featured again on an album titled, As If: Poems,
New and Selected, by John Ciardi. In , Ciardi joined the English Department at Rutgers University in order to
begin a writing program, but after eight successful years there, he resigned his professorship in in favor of
several other more lucrative careers, especially fall and spring tours on the college lecture circuit, and to
"devote himself fulltime to literary pursuits. The weekly three-minute spot on etymology was called Word In
Your Ear. He urged his only remaining students, those at Bread Loaf for two weeks each August, to learn how
to write within the tradition before abandoning it in favor of undisciplined, improvisational free verse. Over
the past quarter century, John Ciardi has come to be regarded as a mid-level, mid-century formalist,[ citation
needed ] one who was replaced in literary history by the more daring and colorful Beat , Confessional , and
Black Mountain poets. Etymologies and commentary on words such as daisy , demijohn , jimmies ,
gerrymander , glitch , snafu , cretin , and baseball, among others, are available from the archives of their
website. NPR also began making his commentaries available as podcasts, starting in November Live Another
Day, Mid-Century American Poems, Anthology edited by Ciardi. From Time to Time, Poems New and
Selected, I Marry You, The Reason for the Pelican, How Does a Poem Mean? Scrappy the Pup, In the
Stoneworks, I Met a Man, The Man Who Sang the Sillies, Dialogue with an Audience, Saturday Review
controversies and other selected essays. Plenty and Fiddler Dan, Person to Person, You Know Who, This
Strangest Everything, The Monster Den, Someone Could Win a Polar Bear, Lives of X, Manner of
Speaking, The Little That Is All, The Divine Comedy, All three sections published together. A Grossery of
Limericks, The Birds of Pompeii, Good Words to You, Poems of Love and Marriage, The War Diary of
John Ciardi, Poems Left Behind, The Hopeful Trout and Other Limericks, Mummy Took Lessons and Other
Poems, Stations of the Air, The Collected Poems of John Ciardi, Edited by Edward M. Part 1; Page 15;
Column 1; Metro Desk. Accessed November 3, Ciardi, who made his home in Metuchen, N. Retrieved May
1, By Joan Ross Acocella. Modern Language Quarterly 35 2: Encycolpedia of American Poetry: Jack
Thomas, Globe Staff.
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John Anthony Ciardi (CHAHR-dee) was an accomplished and prolific poet who wrote for both adults and children, but he
gained his greatest recognition as an editor, translator, and critic.

At the peak of his popularity in the early s, Ciardi also had a network television program on CBS, Accent.
After the death of his father in , he was raised by his Italian mother who was illiterate and his 3 older sisters,
all of whom scrimped and saved until they had enough money to send him to college. In , 2 years after his
father was killed in an automobile accident, the family moved to Medford, Massachusetts, where the young
Ciardi peddled vegetables to the neighbors and attended public schools. After the war, Ciardi returned briefly
to Kansas State for the spring semester On July 28 he met and married Myra Judith Hostetter on July 28 who
at the time was a journalist and journalism instructor. He was named instructor in , and later assistant
professor, in the Briggs Copeland chair at Harvard University , where he stayed until Ciardi began his long
association with the Bread Loaf Writers Conference at Middlebury College in Vermont , where he lectured on
poetry for almost 30 years, half that time as director of the program. His next book, Other Skies, focusing on
his wartime experiences, was published in His 3rd book, Live Another Day, came out in In , Ciardi edited a
poetry collection, Mid-Century American Poets, which identified the best poets of the generation that had
come into its own in the s: Each poet selected several poems for inclusion, plus his or her comments on the
poetic principles that guided the compositions, addressing especially the issue of the so-called
"unintelligibility" of modern poetry. Ciardi had begun translating Dante for his classes at Harvard and
continued with the work throughout his time there. His translation of The Inferno was published in Poems,
New and Selected, by John Ciardi. In , Ciardi joined the English Department at Rutgers University in order to
begin a writing program, but after eight successful years there, he resigned his professorship in in favor of
several other more lucrative careers, especially fall and spring tours on the college lecture circuit, and to
"devote himself fulltime to literary pursuits. Citation needed He had been a fresh, sometimes brash, voice for
modern poetry, but as he approached his 50th birthday in , he had become entrenched and his voice became
bitter, sometimes bumptious. He urged his only remaining students, those at Bread Loaf for 2 weeks each
August, to learn how to write within the tradition before abandoning it in favor of undisciplined,
improvisational free verse. Citation needed Ciardi was unceremoniously fired from Bread Loaf in , after
serving 17 years as director, and not having missed a single year on the poetry staff since NPR also began
making his commentaries available as podcasts, starting in November Death Ciardi was a longtime resident of
Metuchen, New Jersey. Here, time concurring and it does Lies Ciardi. If no kingdom come, A kingdom was.
Such as it was This one beside it is a slum. His best poems in collections like his verse autobiography, Lives
of X or the opening sequence of bird poems in Person to Person , or several of his love poems in I Marry You
or the many Italian American poems that are sprinkled throughout his Collected Poems --all have a quietly
assertive voice that pleases.
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John Ciardi's biography and life www.enganchecubano.com Anthony Ciardi (June 24, - March 30, ) was an American
poet, translator, and etymologist. While primarily known as a poet, he also translated Dante's Divine.

After the death of his father in , he was raised by his Italian mother who was illiterate and his three older
sisters, all of whom scrimped and saved until they had enough money to send him to college. In , two years
after his father was killed in an automobile accident, the family moved to Medford, Massachusetts , where the
young Ciardi peddled vegetables to the neighbors and attended public schools. Ciardi taught briefly at the
University of Kansas City before joining the United States Army Air Forces in , becoming a gunner on Bs and
flying some twenty missions over Japan before being transferred to desk duty in After the war, Ciardi
returned to UKC for the spring semester , where he met and married Myra Judith Hostetter on July 28 who at
the time was a journalist and journalism instructor [2]. John Ciardi was a longtime resident of Metuchen, New
Jersey. If no kingdom come, A kingdom was. Such as it was This one beside it is a slum. Literary career
"After the war, Mr. Ciardi returned briefly to Kansas State, before being named instructor [in ], and later
assistant professor, in the Briggs Copeland chair at Harvard University , where he stayed until Ciardi began
his long association with the Bread Loaf Writers Conference at Middlebury College in Vermont , where he
lectured on poetry for almost 30 years, half that time as director of the program. His third book, Live Another
Day, came out in In , Ciardi edited a poetry collection, Mid-Century American Poets, which identified the
best poets of the generation that had come into its own in the s: Each poet selected several poems for
inclusion, plus his or her comments on the poetic principles that guided the compositions, addressing
especially the issue of the "unintelligibility" of modern poetry. Ciardi had begun translating Dante for his
classes at Harvard and continued with the work throughout his time there. His translation of The Inferno was
published in Two years later, Ciardi would have his work featured again on an album titled, As If: Poems,
New and Selected, by John Ciardi. In , Ciardi joined the English Department at Rutgers University in order to
begin a writing program, but after eight successful years there, he resigned his professorship in in favor of
several other more lucrative careers, especially fall and spring tours on the college lecture circuit, and to
"devote himself fulltime to literary pursuits. He was the poetry editor of the Saturday Review from to The
weekly three-minute spot on etymology was called Word In Your Ear. He urged his only remaining students,
those at Bread Loaf for two weeks each August, to learn how to write within the tradition before abandoning it
in favor of undisciplined, improvisational free verse. Over the past quarter century, John Ciardi has come to be
regarded as a mid-level, mid-century formalist,[ citation needed ] one who was replaced in literary history by
the more daring and colorful Beat , Confessional , and Black Mountain poets. Etymologies and commentary
on words such as daisy , demijohn , jimmies , gerrymander , glitch , snafu , cretin , and baseball , among
others, are available from the archives of their website. NPR also began making his commentaries available as
podcasts , starting in November Live Another Day, Mid-Century American Poems, Anthology edited by
Ciardi. From Time to Time, Poems New and Selected, I Marry You, The Reason for the Pelican, How Does
a Poem Mean? Scrappy the Pup, In the Stoneworks, I Met a Man, The Man Who Sang the Sillies, Dialogue
with an Audience, Saturday Review controversies and other selected essays. Plenty and Fiddler Dan, Person
to Person, You Know Who, This Strangest Everything, The Monster Den, Someone Could Win a Polar
Bear, Lives of X, Manner of Speaking, The Little That Is All, The Divine Comedy, All three sections
published together. A Grossery of Limericks, The Birds of Pompeii, Good Words to You, Poems of Love
and Marriage, The War Diary of John Ciardi, Poems Left Behind, The Hopeful Trout and Other Limericks,
Mummy Took Lessons and Other Poems, Stations of the Air, The Collected Poems of John Ciardi, Edited
by Edward M. Part 1; Page 15; Column 1; Metro Desk.
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John Ciardi, in full John Anthony Ciardi, (born June 24, , Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.â€”died March 30, , Edison, New
Jersey), American poet, critic, and translator who helped make poetry accessible to both adults and children.

His father, an Italian immigrant, died in an automobile accident in , and he was raised by his Italian mother
who was illiterate and his three older sisters. In , his family moved to Medford, Massachusetts , where he
attended public schools. UMich awarded him their Hopwood Prize for his Homeward to America, [4] a poetry
collection which he submitted under the pseudonym "Thomas Aquinas". After the war, Ciardi returned to
UKC for the spring semester , where he met and married Myra Judith Hostetter on July 28 who at the time was
a journalist and journalism instructor [2]. John Ciardi was a longtime resident of Metuchen, New Jersey. If no
kingdom come, A kingdom was. Such as it was This one beside it is a slum. Literary career[ edit ] "After the
war, Mr. Ciardi returned briefly to Kansas State, before being named instructor [in ], and later assistant
professor, in the Briggs Copeland chair at Harvard University , where he stayed until Ciardi began his long
association with the Bread Loaf Writers Conference at Middlebury College in Vermont , where he lectured on
poetry for almost 30 years, half that time as director of the program. His third book, Live Another Day, came
out in In , Ciardi edited a poetry collection, Mid-Century American Poets, which identified the best poets of
the generation that had come into its own in the s: Each poet selected several poems for inclusion, plus his or
her comments on the poetic principles that guided the compositions, addressing especially the issue of the
"unintelligibility" of modern poetry. Ciardi had begun translating Dante for his classes at Harvard and
continued with the work throughout his time there. His translation of The Inferno was published in Two years
later, Ciardi would have his work featured again on an album titled, As If: Poems, New and Selected, by John
Ciardi. In , Ciardi joined the English Department at Rutgers University in order to begin a writing program,
but after eight successful years there, he resigned his professorship in in favor of several other more lucrative
careers, especially fall and spring tours on the college lecture circuit, and to "devote himself fulltime to literary
pursuits. He was the poetry editor of the Saturday Review from to The weekly three-minute spot on
etymology was called Word In Your Ear. He urged his only remaining students, those at Bread Loaf for two
weeks each August, to learn how to write within the tradition before abandoning it in favor of undisciplined,
improvisational free verse. Over the past quarter century, John Ciardi has come to be regarded as a mid-level,
mid-century formalist,[ citation needed ] one who was replaced in literary history by the more daring and
colorful Beat , Confessional , and Black Mountain poets. Etymologies and commentary on words such as
daisy , demijohn , jimmies , gerrymander , glitch , snafu , cretin , and baseball , among others, are available
from the archives of their website. NPR also began making his commentaries available as podcasts , starting in
November Live Another Day, Mid-Century American Poems, Anthology edited by Ciardi. From Time to
Time, Poems New and Selected, I Marry You, The Reason for the Pelican, How Does a Poem Mean?
Scrappy the Pup, In the Stoneworks, I Met a Man, The Man Who Sang the Sillies, Dialogue with an
Audience, Saturday Review controversies and other selected essays. Plenty and Fiddler Dan, Person to
Person, You Know Who, This Strangest Everything, The Monster Den, Someone Could Win a Polar Bear,
Lives of X, Manner of Speaking, The Little That Is All, The Divine Comedy, All three sections published
together. A Grossery of Limericks, The Birds of Pompeii, Good Words to You, Poems of Love and
Marriage, The War Diary of John Ciardi, Poems Left Behind, The Hopeful Trout and Other Limericks,
Mummy Took Lessons and Other Poems, Stations of the Air, The Collected Poems of John Ciardi, Edited
by Edward M. Part 1; Page 15; Column 1; Metro Desk.
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